For CBA GRADUATE STUDENTS  
National Taiwan University, Taiwan  
(All courses taught in English)

- Please note all courses are 3 units, unless notice

Please note that student are NOT allowed to take the REQUIRED GMBA courses for the major, only the electives listed below

| FINANCE ELECTIVES | IB5063 Managing Global Acquisitions and Restructuring  
|                   | GMBA7101 Fixed Income Securities  
|                   | Fin 7025 Fixed Income Securities and Derivatives  
|                   | 749EM0930 Financial Statement Analysis and Firm Valuation |

| MIS ELECTIVES | IM7011 Information Economy 2 UNITS  
|               | IM7065 Seminar on Service Science (I) 2 UNITS  
|               | IM7072 Seminar on Data Mining (I) 2 UNITS  
|               | IM7093 Seminar on Information Economics and Optimization (I) 2 UNITS  
|               | IM7095 Seminar on Supervised Learning and Statistical Data Modeling (III) 2 UNITS  
|               | IM7088 Seminar on Supervised Learning and Statistical Data Modeling (1), 2 credits  
|               | IM7082 Electronic Commerce  
|               | GMBA7095 Business Ethics and Practice |

| MGT ELECTIVES | GMBA7088 Cultural and Creative Industries : Theories and Practices  
|               | GMBA7102 Global Leadership and Management Forum  
|               | GMBA5016 Corporate Social Responsibility  
|               | MBA5016 Corporate Social Responsibility  
|               | 749EM0860 Social Entrepreneurship and Social Business (2 units)  
|               | 749EM1350 Managing Strategic Alliances from a Global perspective  
|               | 749EM0840 Strategic Management of Technological Innovation (3)  
|               | 749EM0580 Entrepreneurship and Innovation  
|               | 749EM1340 Responsible Leadership  
|               | 749EM1340 Global Management Forum (2 units) |
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